When Credit Suisse opened their UK headquarters at Canary Wharf in London in the late 1990's they installed Terasaki circuit breakers. All the original "AT-series" circuit breakers have been working without problems for more than fifteen years.

An asset review prompted Credit Suisse to ask Terasaki for spare "AT-series" devices for restoring power to a critical circuit in case of an emergency. As the "AT-series" had been superseded by a more modern design – TemPower 2 – Terasaki suggested a retrofit solution.

Terasaki’s Direct Response Service Division replaced three of the "AT-series" circuit breakers with TemPower 2 retrofit ACBs. These were installed safely and quickly without disturbing the copperwork inside the switchboard. The three "AT-series" ACBs were then fully re-furbished, tested and returned to Credit Suisse for use as spares.

"We’ve got what you need!"
- Terasaki Electric (Europe) Ltd

**Retrofit Details**

- 3 "AT" ACBs replaced by TemPower 2
- 3 critical circuits now upgraded
- Credit Suisse now have 3 spare AT ACBs for emergency use
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